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Jim Jaillet Publishes a Truly Unique Book about an Incredible Adventure

Panama or Bust - A 343 day adventure in a motorhome!

Niland, CA (PRWEB) December 5, 2005 -- Jim Jaillet shares his "Once in a lifetime experience" with the
publication of Panama or Bust - A 343 day adventure in a motorhome! in conjunction with Lulu (
http://www.lulu.com), the world's fastest-growing provider of print-on-demand books.

"I wanted people to know what a wonderful place Central America is, full of beautiful scenery, people, music,
and food. While many are very poor, they are rich in heritage and dignity. On the other hand, there are potential
dangers. In one place we parked, at about 7 PM, the guy in charge of night-time security insisted that we move
our rigs close together and adjacent to the building for the night. Wewere "surrounded" by about ten security
guards with pistols and shotguns while we slept!", says 65-year-old Jaillet. The daily adventures and challenges
including being stranded in the rugged Sierra Madre Mountains, with the engine of his motorhome damaged
beyond repair and NO 454 cubic inch Chevrolet motors to be had anywhere in all of Mexico! Or the personal
discomfort of sharing a bed with a cockroach. Then there was the time when he was fined $2.78 for driving
without a shirt in 100+ degree temperatures, and also of being robbed on four different occasions. Some of the
"countless cultural experiences" that Jim says he "wouldn't have missed for the world."

Panama or Bust is written in a day-by-day journal format and is intended as an armchair adventure, not a guide
book. It is a hefty 288 8.5x11 pages, with 11 maps and 196 BIG color photographs. The book describes the
11,122 mile adventure through Mexico, Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and
Panama with 14 border crossings and countless cultural experiences. During the trip, he also drove an
additional 5000+ miles in his towed Ford Bronco II. Jaillet says many people take motorhomes into Mexico,
but few have the courage to cross into the wilds of Central America.

Peter Hutchison, London-based Editor of the Central America and Mexico Handbook, (Footprints Handbooks)
says of Panama or Bust - A 343 day adventure in a motorhome! --- "Panama or Bust - wow, what a ride! A
fascinating read! Personal and refreshingly honest, Jaillet's wisdom, enthusiasm, determination and innocence
take you on a real journey of discovery - geographical, cultural, historical and personal. It's difficult to think of
a better, contemporary companion for travelers heading down Mexico way - and beyond - under their own
steam."

Link to Publication*: http://www.panamaorbust.com

About author
Jim Jaillet has been an RVerfor more than 40 years. He has been on the road, living in his motorhome full-time,
since retiring at age 55 in 1995. He is also an avid historical reader.

Media contact: For interviews contact Jim Jaillet, (Please remember Jim Jaillet is a full-time RVerand may not
be in a location where he has access to a wireless internet signal for his laptop computer. Please be patient and
he will respond at the earliest possible convenient time. Thank you.)
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Contact Information
Jim Jaillet
http://www.panamaorbust.com
860-575-6940

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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